THEMIS

State-of-the-art
Fisheries Monitoring Platform

Knowledge is Power

THEMIS: State-of-the-Art Fisheries Monitoring

THE WORLD’S LEADING
FISHERIES MONITORING PLATFORM
Themis enables compliance with all

international fisheries regulations,
aggregates the most complete range
of fisheries data, and guarantees the
highest level of security. It is the only
service of its kind on the market today.
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FMCs with Themis Cover the World’s Oceans

clsfishingteam@groupcls.com

Themis was born 15 years ago, in response
to our clients’ needs for a platform that
could integrate multiple sources of marine
data (radar, AIS, VMS, catch reports,
oceanography, etc). They wanted to do
more than view VMS tracks; they needed
a powerful tool for monitoring, control
and surveillance (MCS). Since that time,
Themis has constantly evolved to support
our clients as they scale up in sustainable
fisheries management and the fight
against IUU fishing.

fisheries.groupcls.com

Global Presence

This proven performance and close
relationship with our clients has made
Themis the world’s leading Fisheries
Monitoring platform, covering the majority
of the oceans. Data sharing among
authorities, countries, and RFMOs is
easier than ever, enabling more effective
enforcement.

Personalized Support

For 30 years, we have supported
administrations as they scale up to greater
sustainability: from the first step tracking
registered vessels, to powerful enforcement
tools to fight IUU fishing, up to marine
resource management. Our clients also
benefit from world-class training, personal
support, and capacity building programs,
depending on your needs.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED
for Sustainable Fisheries Management
All in One Place

TRACK VESSELS
& MANAGE FLEETS

MONITOR ZONES
& ENFORCE

National, international
& small-scale fleets

Real-time data processing

All vessel information in one click

A Complete Picture
of all Fishing Activity

Customize zones
& geofencing alerts

Intuitive & dynamic interface

Cross-check all data types to
accurately identify issues before
sending patrols
(VMS, AIS, Metocean, radar)

ANALYZE CATCH DATA

PROTECT MARINE
RESOURCES

Analyze catch reports in real-time
for quota management
Check catch declarations for audits
Cross-check VMS tracks
with catch data
Automatic ERS alerts

Identify threatened fishing grounds
with advanced oceanography
Monitor reserved fishing zones
(Marine Protected Areas,
small-scale fishing)

CLS
has been the leader in industrial
VMS and FMCs for nearly 30
years. Our team are experts in a
broad range of fields (fisheries,
oceanography, marine biology,
modelling, product design,
satellite tracking, data analysis,
and operations). All of this
expertise has been distilled into
THEMIS’ design.
With our global experience
(premises in 28 countries and
all the ocean basins) and local
presence (extensive re-seller
network), we understand our
clients’ needs and are always
on-hand to provide the best
solutions.

30 national FMCs
6 RFMO FMCs
Fisheries clients
in +90 countries
30 years’ expertise
15,000 VMS
vessels tracked
worldwide
130 satellites

CLS Fisheries:
The World’s Leading FMC
& VMS Provider

30 million
transmissions
processed
every day

STATE-OF-THE ART BIG DATA CENTER
Your data is completely private & secure

Certiﬁed operators, systems & network administrators, and engineers ensure
the highest levels of security and reliability. CLS’s procedures and data security
meet the stringent needs of governments and RFMOs and have obtained
ISO 27001 certification.
24/7/365 assistance
High-performance
systems with an SLA of 99.95%
ISO 9001:2015
Disaster recoveryBUREAU
andVERITAS
backups
Certification
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